
My oeuvre focuses on impacts of over-urbanization and 
gentrification, dis/possession, new forms / tools / methods of 
imperialism, civic rights, participatory citizenship, 
sustainability of local cultures, human devastation of nature, 
climate change, global warming, water rights.

Cities are arenas in which inhabitants shape their idiosyncratic 
mode of living and their shelters. They happen to be the 
reflection of the societies that erected them, you can read 
into a culture from the settlements they built / build. They are 
open air anthropology / ethnography museums where you can 
observe the “real” soul, in other words the “genius loci.”

I see producing documentary / fictitious works on the 
sustainability of cultural, architectural heritage and memory as 
a form of involvement and resistance. While doing this, I aim 
to defamiliarize ordinariness and make the resulting visuality 
provide basis for an unexpected perception.



solo show titled “oblivion”
@ AKS museum, antalya, turkey
exhibition design: yeşim demir.

nov 2020 – april 2021



OBLIVION – Artist statement

Memory is a concept necessary to maintain existence. What gathers in 
memory is later converted into a body of knowledge we call 
experience, guiding our stance in life, our reactions, and our instincts. 

Recollections on the personal scale is called memory; on a communal 
and national scale, it is rather called history. Both are redeeming 
concepts. Individuals and societies remember what they like and forget 
what they don’t, even pretending they never happened. “Human 
memory is marred with oblivion” is a saying that implies humans are 
inclined to forget uncomfortable truths in order to go on living.

It is possible to connect states of forgetting to the concepts of custody 
and betrayal. Things in our custody are remembered almost eternally 
as they are “bigger” than individuals, loved and respected. Betrayal, 
on the other hand, is a conscious effort to willfully forget, involving the 
legitimization of despising others and regarding them as “small” in 
order to gain access to power or to survive.



Forgetting what’s in your custody may knowingly or unknowingly lead 
to betrayal. 

Today, due to the speed and competition forced upon us, we have 
come to forget sharing / giving / helping, making do, modesty, 
politesse, elegance, simplicity, thrift, becoming smaller, and protecting 
what is in our custody; instead, we seem to have taken up endless 
growth, waste and excess, vanity, taking without giving, a loud 
tastelessness, crudity, cruelty, hypocrisy, insult, victimization, evilness, 
and betrayal. 

Such oblivion must lead to a revolt for every individual, or else we are 
surely doomed. 

Nature can remember its own systemic structure and regenerate it; but 
humans, due to their endless greed, forget the internal structure of the 
system they belong to, degenerate it instead of regenerating it, and 
thus cause the demise of their own kind.

The only war humans cannot win is the one waged against nature, 
sublime and indestructible; they will win when they lose…





































solo show titled “overflow” @ ferda art 
platform – curator: necmi sonmez, 

exhibition design: kerem piker.
sept 1 – oct 10, 2020.



Overflow – Artist statement

Those who rule the world couldn’t say “physical distance” but they instead 
stated “social distance” as this is what they desire! They don’t want us to 
unite; but part ways with no solidarity in idea and cause. The more break 
ups there are within the society the better; divide, sow discord, watch the 
battle and secure your régime. They shift almost everything towards online 
environments by physically separating people from each other, so that 
they can collect personal and private data more easily, set trends under 
the name of trend research, dictate life forms. Let us run out as we 
consume their impositions, and as we run out, let them resurrect us 
through commercial medicine to consume again; like batteries of today: 
Consume, recharge, consume, recharge, consume, recharge, CONSUME!

Among the series that make up this exhibition, “Business as Unusual” 
emerged as a visual satire for the self-centered business world, which is 
the heart of the network that rules the world. The foundations of 
capitalism -which depletes even itself- dislodged by the epidemic, 
constantly falling performance graphics, companies that sink and get 
rescued, liquid fortunes without physical counterparts, exceedingly 
outsized yet vacant skyscraper offices are sarcastically visualized.



The 2-minute video titled “World spins no matter what!” tries to 
land on the center of the globe through portrayal of an invisible 
existence form that caused the pandemic.

The two main issues that the ‘reflexion sculptures’ focus on, are 
the globally dominant networks and the social distance that this 
grid insists on. On one hand, the sculptures wish and represent 
the collapse of the grid through dynamic frames that do not 
conform to the usual patterns. On the other hand, they try to 
maintain the balance of self-sufficiency and collectivity within the 
framework of the concepts of confinement, isolation and 
distance.

A quote from the precious Mevlânâ Celâleddîn-i Rûmî (Jelaluddin 
Rumi) reveals the issue of the “Humanscapes of Solidarity” 
series, which is located at the core of the exhibition and defies 
distance: “Come, come, whoever you are, … Ours is not a lodge 
of despair, … Appear as you are, be as you appear! …”



































































“stairway: step by step”
room size 3D stairway-shaped installation in 

the solo show at the merdiven art space, 
istanbul. nov 06 - dec 14, 2019.



Stairway: Step by step – Artist statement

Stairs take you to the top from the bottom, or lower you back 
to the roots. It takes effort and time to climb up, easier and 
shorter downhill. We don’t usually remember to stop and sit 
on stairs; to rest, give a break, meditate, assess. We are 
always busy climbing up or down; ascending or descending 
the dictated steps, naively presuming aims originally 
determined by others who govern us are our own 
aspirations… Up and down, up and down, up and down, up, 
up, up, up and FALL!!!

The lesson I learned while having used various stairs is; WE 
must decide upon the length and the stepping direction of 
the stairs we will climb, while we try to reach the place we 
desire to arrive at with our own free will. I want to proceed 
step by step, digesting each tread; your heights and elevators 
are all yours!!!































room size photo-installation titled
“how imperialism evolves?” in group show 

titled “a road story: 180 years of 
photography” @ pera museum, istanbul. 

curator: engin özendes















































work at the group show titled “photography 
in days of pandemic” in istanbul modern. 
curators: levent calikoglu & demet yildiz. 

june 1 - november 15, 2020





“we called while you were out!”
online (due to covid19 pandemic) solo show 
at KIRAATHANE-istanbul literature house’s 

kunstmatrix page. may -june 2020.

































“for sagalassos” – group show on one of 
anatolia’s most ancient cities, at bozlu art 

project mongeri building, istanbul.
jun 20 - august 31, 2019.

















“SHHH..!” – group show
at the energy museum, istanbul.

curator: derya yücel
may 9 - 17, 2019.













“pawn"– solo show
@ degartlab project space

eskisehir, turkey
may 12th – 31st, 2018.































“record” – group exhibit
curator: öznur güzel karasu

mixer gallery, istanbul
4 oct-10 nov 2013.























room / wall size photo installations in the 
group show titled “the silence of 206 
rooms: studies on the buyukada greek
orphanage” at the galata greek school 

curator: hera buyuktasciyan
oct 9 – nov 10, 2018.























work titled “rupture” @ the collection 
exhibit “helix”, at the yapi kredi culture & 

art center, istanbul. curator: necmi sonmez, 
sept 13th 2017 – jan 21th, 2018.







“speculative spaces” – group show 
@ kare art gallery, istanbul.

curator: ipek yeginsü
jan 25 - feb 25, 2019.



















work titled “screwed, too late!”
was featured in benetton foundation’s 

“imago mundi - istanbul codex”
book & exhibition.











“attack & retreat”
duo show (w/ orhan cem cetin) 

@evin art gallery, istanbul
nov 22nd – dec 30th, 2017.

































“cloud”
solo show 

@ bozlu art project, istanbul
march 13th – april 21st, 2018.

































“photography’s various states”
solo show / sectional retrospective

@ sakip sabanci mardin city museum
curator: nazan olcer (istanbul sakip sabanci

museum directress)
sept 11, 2018 – mar 31, 2019





















































“a city transformed: images of istanbul then 
and now” – solo show @ the aga khan 

museum, toronto, canada.
curators: bahattin oztuncay & filiz ç. phillip

feb 06 – june 26, 2016.













works installed on containers
@ “fotoistanbul” - besiktas international 

festival of photography. 
curators: attila durak, jason eskenazi, 
huseyin yilmaz. 17.10 – 18.11, 2014.









"sanctity and despotism of progress”
group exhibit

curator: emre zeytinoglu
ALANistanbul gallery

4 jan-2 feb 2013.







works @ the 3rd mardin biennial titled 
“mythologies”

3rd mardin biennial is curated by a 
collective, constituted mostly of locals 

may 2015.





“ankara: from pioneering modernism to 
revivalist mimicry and fake futurism” – solo 
show @ erimtan museum, ankara, turkey. 

curator: emin mahir balcioglu
3rd july – 1st november, 2015.











solo show titled
“%5: hydro-energy and privatization of 

water rights”
milli reasurans art gallery, istanbul

mar 25 – apr 25, 2015.







brid6e / photographers in galata
group exhibition

@ istanbul modern
curator: engin ozendes

sept 5 2007-jan 6, 2008. 













“industry as icon: industrial aesthetics”
solo show

@ garanti gallery, istanbul, turkey
11 february-12 march 2005.







“new turkey” – murat germen’s first 
monograph published by MASA publishers, 
Istanbul, 2013. editor: necmi sonmez, texts 

by murathan mungan, barbara hofmann-
johnson, necmi sonmez.











monograph published by SKIRA editore, 
focusing on muta-morphosis and facsimile 

series. this 96-page book includes 60 works 
from the artist, who happens to be the very 
first artist from turkey published by SKIRA. 

texts by: stephan berg; director of the 
kunstmuseum bonn, curator. / kerstin

stremmel; cologne-based curator, writer, 
lecturer. / necmi sonmez (editor of the 

book); dusseldorf-based curator, art critic 
and writer.








